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Abstract — SMS has been a widely used data application till today, availing two-end users to share any information traditionally. Android chatting application helps the users to send and receive textual messages to and from other android mobile devices. Secrecy of messages was achieved through encryption but authentication was still uncertain and the information shared was prone to several attacks either be eavesdropped or say identity theft. In order to facilitate a secure environment, this paper proposes one of the block-cipher modes of operation, EAX. The primary objective of this application mainly accounts on the implementation of EAX mode of operation within a real-time chatting application to ensure authenticated encryption. The JAVA programming language is used to implement the application with PHP language at the server-side connected to the SQLYog, a GUI tool for MySQL database that runs on the tomcat server. Finally, the performance analysis is calculated to demonstrate the efficiency and suggestions are made to improve the message security in the android application.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, there are many numbers of android mobile applications that allow users to send and receive messages and share confidential information with others. There are many possibilities for it to be vulnerable when sharing the confidential data via text messages [1]. Encryption, decryption and authentication are the key technologies which help to provide security for the information. At the same time android mobile message service providers need more attention to provide security for the information. At the same time android mobile message service providers need more attention to avoid data theft and other illegal activities in the application while sharing confidential data. EAX provides integrity, confidentiality of the messages being shared with authenticity. Because breaking EAX security is one of the hardest process and anonymous users or hackers need more time and many number of password combination to break EAX security.

Authentication Encryption (AE) schemes are based on the symmetric key mechanisms and message M is converted into cipher-text C, this cipher-text will help to protect both privacy and authenticity of message [2]. Naïve combinations are implemented using the basic AE scheme for existing message authentication code (MAC) encryption. EAX mode is an algorithm and it is used as cryptographic block cipher to pledge an information service such as authenticity in the system. Commonly it is designed to use for both authentication and privacy for the messages with two pass scheme for securing data [3]. One pass is used for achieving privacy and one for authenticity for each block in the message sending and receiving. At present, EAX is known as popular encryption and authentication mode of algorithm for terminal equipment. CTR (Counter Mode) and OMAC (One-Key CBC MAC) mechanisms have been used in this EAX encryption to enrich data security while transferring data through internet [2]. The proposed android secret application is implemented with EAX technique to provide enriched security for the user’s messages.

Anyhow, EAX encryption and authentication mode includes CTR (Counter Encryption mode) encryption mode and OMAC (One-Key CBC MAC) authentication mode to create high security for the message. [4]. Comparing the CCM mode speed to encrypt and decrypt data, EAX is quicker than CCM. Algorithm complexity of the EAX is lower than other encryption algorithms such as CWC and GCM and the software and hardware resources that need to run this algorithm is low, so encryption and authentication of EAX mode is very quick comparing with other algorithms [5].

OMAC authentication provides some adaptation policy to CBC mode. CBC provides a feedback loop which enables high security for the encryption algorithm and it is iterative and cannot be process parallel data. So it cannot be maximize the processing speed [6]. This research work is mainly concentrated on creating an android application which provides functionality to the user to send and receive message to other users. This communication process is encrypted using EAX mode to provide high security for the message. The detailed information about the proposed android application will be discussed in the below section [7].

Section II offers, brief description of EAX, CTR and OMAC algorithms and accounts in-depth working of encryption and decryption process in these algorithms. Section III provides implementation process of the android chatting application and also it explains architecture of the android application and database that is used to store application data. This section covers almost seventy percent of the android chat application functionalities and other processes. Section IV describes about the android application performance analysis and sample java implementation code of the application. Finally, section V concludes about the use of EAX algorithm the proposed android chat application.
II. EAX MODE OF OPERATION

For the cryptographic block cipher, EAX mode is a mode of operation and it is an Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD) algorithm. It is designed to provide privacy and authentication for the message over the network by achieving authenticity and achieving privacy [16]. EAX is a mainly a nonce based AEAD scheme which use block cipher. EAX is a two pass AEAD scheme, by using no known intellectual property it separates authenticity pass and privacy pass [17]. EAX provides its functionality and supports the arbitrary length message. Complicated length annotations are avoided by the EAX [18].

EAX always use only the forward direction of block cipher for both encryption and decryption and so there is no need of separate decryption functionality of block cipher to get implemented. EAX is more secured by using of its block cipher by using with pseudo random number. Main securities in the EAX are authenticity of cipher text and its distinctive random bits[19].In our android chat application, EAX is mainly used to enforce a secure environment between the two-end users in sharing the data over the network. EAX is having the efficient security features for both authentication and encryption and so this is included in our application [20].

1) EAX Algorithms

EAX algorithms fix a block cipher with tag length and key, these are the two main parameters which are fixed in beginning of the EAX mode of operation. There parameter are agreed between sender and receiver in an authenticated manner. EAX provides nonce based AEAD scheme, where the nonce use these two parameters key and tag length, encryption is carried on by using the nonce and encryption algorithm use the signature are Nonce× Key× Header× Plaintext -> Cipher text and decryption algorithm has signature as Nonce× Key× Header× Cipher text -> Plaintext. Nonce, key, header are sequence of binary numbers or random numbers [21].

EAX algorithm does not consist of any encoding of multiple strings and it converts the multiple strings into single one. Pseudo Random Numbers are used for generating nonce, key and header. These multiple strings are converted into single one in simple, compelling, on-line and efficient way. EAX avoid encodings to increase the standard of the encryption and all the parameters use Pseudo random number. Main securities implemented. EAX is more secured by using of its block cipher with tag length and key and header. These multiple strings are converted into single one. Pseudo Random Numbers are used for generating nonce, key and header. Multiple string is converted into single one using simple, compelling, on-line and efficient way. EAX avoid encodings to increase the standard of the encryption and all the parameters use Pseudo random number [22].

2) EAX Encryption

Encryption procedure in the android chat application will process as given in the Figure 1. The step by step process of Encryption and authentication is as follows:

Step 1: N $\leftarrow$ OMAC$^0_K$(N), Initial value is Zero, with the OMAC mode nonce is authenticated, N is the result of authentication and this is used as CTR initial vector.

Step 2: H $\leftarrow$ OMAC$^1_K$(H), Initial value is one, with OMAC mode the header message is authenticated and the H is the result of this process.

Step 3: C $\leftarrow$ CTR$^N_K$(M), Initial value is N, with CTR mode message is authenticated and the C is the cryptography after the encryption.

Step 4: e $\leftarrow$ OMAC$^2_K$(C), initial value is two, with OMAC mode the cryptography C is authenticated and the e is the result of this process.

Step 5: Tag $\leftarrow$ N (XOR) e (XOR) H, Integrated authentication sign tag is created in this process.

Step 6: T $\leftarrow$ Tag $|\text{first r bits}|$, final authentication sign T is produced in this process.

Step 7: return CT $\leftarrow$ C || T, C||T is the final cryptography produced.

EAX authentication and encryption steps describe the parallel pipeline structure applied by the CRT encryption mode to process data. OMAC authentication used inside the EAX mode increase the security of the system.

Figure 1: Encryption under EAX. The message is M, the key is K, and the header is H. The ciphertext is CT = Ck||T.

3) EAX Decryption

Step 1: if |CT| < r then return INVALID, if size of the Cipher text is less than the tag length, then it get rejected.

Step 2: C||T $\leftarrow$ CT where |T| = r, size of the cipher text is greater than the tag length.

Step 3: Step 1: N $\leftarrow$ OMAC$^0_K$(N), Initial value is Zero, with the OMAC mode nonce is authenticated, N is the result of authentication and this is used as CTR initial vector.

Step 4: H $\leftarrow$ OMAC$^1_K$(H), Initial value is one, with OMAC mode the header message is authenticated and the H is the result of this process.

Step 5: e $\leftarrow$ OMAC$^2_K$(C), initial value is two, with OMAC mode the cryptography C is authenticated and the e is the result of this process.

Step 6: Tag $\leftarrow$ N (XOR) e (XOR) H, Integrated authentication sign tag is created in this process.

Step 7: T $\leftarrow$ Tag $|\text{first r bits}|$, final authentication sign T is produced in this process.

Step 8: if T ≠ T', then return INVALID.

Step 9: M $\leftarrow$ CTR$^N_K$(C), Initial value is N, with CTR mode message is authenticated and the M is the cryptography after the decryption.

Step 10: return M, M is the plaintext got at end of decryption process. This algorithm is implemented in the android chat application to provide a better security for the message transmission and to the data.

III. CTR and OMAC

A. Counter encryption mode(CTR)

CTR is also known as counter mode; it provides a simplest way to encrypt data using the block cipher. Counter mode is
fully parallelizable to make it more efficient in various contemporary usage methods than mode as like CBC [12].

To encrypt data using CTR encryption mode user need to start with plaintext M, key K, counter ctr and ctr is known as n-bit string. Let’s consider c be the XOR of M at the same time first |M| bits from the pad of $E^k(ctr)||E^k(ctr + 1)||E^k(ctr + 2)$. So, ciphertext C will be generated using the plaintext and ctr. Therefore, decryption of plaintext from the encrypted data is also same like the above process with M and C is interchanged to generate plaintext.

B. One Key Message Authentication Code (OMAC)

OMAC is known as block cipher-based message authentication code which is designed for providing security for the message. OMAC stands for One-Key CBC MAC. Generally it takes only one key, K bits of a block cipher E to perform the message authentication process in the system. It is highly optimized comparing with other message authentication algorithms at the same it is highly efficient as like CBC MAC [14]. It provides a security for arbitrary length message. Anyhow, key length k bits are very low because the underlying block cipher contains k-bit key K. OMAC is general name for the OMAC1 and OMAC2.

C. Architecture of Message Authentication Code (MAC)

![Figure 2: Architecture of MAC](image)

Firstly, message sender needs to runs the data through MAC algorithm to generate MAC data tag. The message including with the MAC tag is transmitted to the receiver of the message. Once, receiver got these details then user need to run the decryption process using the same MAC algorithm with same key. It helps to the message receiver to generate second MAC data tag [11]. The message receiver can differentiate both MAC tag which receiver got on the transmission and Mac tag generated using decryption. Based on the difference between the MAC tag receiver can identify if the message is accessed by someone else in the internet and the message is modified or not. (see Figure 2.)

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF ANDROID CHAT APPLICATION

This project was implemented on a Lenovo laptop running a windows 7 OS [24] with a 2.40GHz quad core processor, 8 GB of RAM and Intel i5 processor [25]. Eclipse LUNA 1.4.0 [26] integrated development environment (IDE) was used in implementing this project using the Java [27] programming language and the Android 2.2 [28] API technology for demonstrating the application in real-time. A control panel, XAMPP [29] is enclosed to create a local web server for the testing purposes between MySQL 5.5 database [30] and the TOMCAT 7.0 server [31] and SQLYog 2.2 [32], a GUI tool for the MySQL database was used to manage the database(user details).

A. Chatting application database

Android chatting application use MySQL database as a backend to store application user’s personal details such as full name, email id and password to login into the system. We can easily implement a communication link between android chatting application and to the MYSQL. Xamp control panel in Figure 3 is used to monitor and to create database in the system. We need to start this control panel to create database and for the other process. Once this control panel starts to process then we can easily access the MYSQL in http://localhost/.

![Figure 3: local server with the help of XAMPP](image)

B. Architecture of Chatting application with EAX mode authentication

The chatting application uses simple protocols to encrypt and transmit messages from one mobile to another mobile. The below figure 4 provides detailed instruction about the steps involved in the proposed android application and the use EAX algorithm in the system. Firstly, users need to register with the system by providing personal details such as username, email id and password to authenticate in the system. These details will be stored in the application data base for the future use, at the same time user’s password will be encrypted using the EAX encryption process and stored in the database. Once the registration process is completed then every user of the system will get individual user name and password to login into the system. User of the system can use either their email id or user name to login into the android application. Once user successfully logged into the system then they can access the system functionalist. They can view other users who all are online in the system so they can send or receive message with the help of the application [11]. User can select any available user in the system to send message which is encrypted by the EAX encryption algorithm and a random key is generated by the system which is changed every time while sending and receiving message. This key generation process will start automatically in the system when users start to send message to the other in the application.
Once user sent the message to particular user in the system then the key will be automatically transmitted to the corresponding receiver through any one medium such as text, call or email. At the same time message receiver will get a pop-up window which asks for the key. Message receiver need to enter the key and then the system will validate the key with the encrypted data. If the key will match with the encrypted data then it invokes the decryption process to convert the encrypted text into a plaintext. Only one time message receiver need to authenticate to get access permission to encrypted data.

1) Chatting application user registration

In android chatting application, user needs to register their details to create their own account by entering their full name, email-id and password as shown in Figure 5.

2) Storing user details in database

After user enters their details in the registration page of the application these details will be stored in the database (see Figure 6). This database contains all details about the registered user.

3) Login in to the android mobile application

Figure 7 is the login page of the android chatting application, where user need to enter their email-id and password which given during registration process to get logged in to the application.

4) Chatting application users list

After user logged into their account in the application, they can able to see the list of user, so they can select particular user for sending secret message to them (see figure 8).

5) Mobile 1Message sent to the mobile 2

In this application page user can write their message which they want to send encrypted to another user after the user selects the receiver as shown in Figure 9.
6) Mobile2 Notification of the encrypted message from mobile 1

Figure 10 shows the notification of the message in encrypted manner in the receivers mobile. Then the OTP key will be send to the receiver user through message.

7) Decryption of the plain text using key at Mobile 2

To view the original message, user in the receiver side of the application need to enter the OTP key which is send to them through message as seen in Figure 11.

After entering the OTP key by the user in the receiver side, the application will decrypt the encrypted message and shows the original message to the user as in Figure 12.

8) Successfully encrypted message at mobile 2

C. Hardware and Software requirements

This application was implemented using java programming language which is interlinked to a local server TOMCAT and all the details of the users and their messages are stored in the local database host XAMPP and the data is sent from server to users’ devices, and receive messages from devices on the same connection via GCM (Google Cloud Messaging) in windows PC. Java provides a room to the android application developers. Server is used in this application to store user’s personal details and also to transmit the encrypted messages to the receiver.

D. Functionalities of Chat application

This section offer detailed information about various steps involved in the chatting application.

Firstly, users of this android chatting application need to register to get access permission. Once they completed the above process in the application then they will get user name and password to authenticate in the application. In this registration process application will collect user personal details and store in the data base for the future use.

Secondly, users need to provide authentication credential to get access permission form the application. Once user entered their user name and password in the application, then it need match with the information that is stored in the database. If login credential match with the database information then only the application allow user to get access to it functionalities else it generate error message.

Once, user entered in the application then he/she can select any available user for the secret chat. The message will be automatically encrypted using EAX algorithm in the application background and transmitted to the receiver. Message receiver need to enter “key” to invoke decryption program in the application. The decryption process also done as same as encryption process of the application.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND SAMPLE CODING

A. Source Code

In figure 11, a random number is generated which is represented as a key in encrypting the message.

```
public void onClick(View arg0) {
    int max = 10000,
    min = 1000,
    diff = max - min;
    Random r = new Random();
    int i = min + r.nextInt(diff);
    System.out.println("The Random Number Key is ", i);
    String key = String.valueOf(i);
    String message = "Hey, you & I! Hit the road, you & I!";
    Log.e("!!!!!!!Important !!!!!!Mag + Key!", message);
```

Figure 11: Random number Generator

```
public void onClick(DialogInterface dialog, int whichButton) {
    password = input.getEditableText().toString();
    if (password.equals(key)) {
        Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), "Key Matched", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
        Intent intent = new Intent(getApplicationContext(), ViewMsg.class);
        startActivity(intent);
    }
```

Figure 12: Random Key Activator

Here, it checks if the key entered is matching the generated one or not.

```
private static class decrypt( byte[] raw, byte[] clear) throws Exception {
    Cipher cipher = Cipher.getInstance("AES");
    SecretKeySpec keySpec = new SecretKeySpec(raw, "AES");
    cipher.init(Cipher.DECRYPT_MODE, keySpec);
    byte[] decrypted = cipher.doFinal(clear);
    return decrypted;
```

Figure 13: Encryption

```
private static class encrypt( byte[] raw, byte[] clear) throws Exception {
    Cipher cipher = Cipher.getInstance("AES");
    SecretKeySpec keySpec = new SecretKeySpec(raw, "AES");
    cipher.init(Cipher.ENCRYPT_MODE, keySpec);
    byte[] encrypted = cipher.doFinal(clear);
    return encrypted;
```

Figure 14: Decryption

In figure 13 & 14, the AES algorithm is implemented in order to encrypt and decrypt the message.

B. Performance Analysis

In figure 15, we can observe how much time it has taken to encrypt and decrypt the messages of various message lengths by maintaining the key size to 128 bits. This made us analyze that it does take only a few nanoseconds to encrypt and decrypt any message. Next, as shown in figure 16, we kept the message length fixed (1KB) and altered the key sizes to 128, 192 and 256 bits to analyze the performance. It is shown that increase in key sizes, increases the encryption and decryption times.

Figure 15: Performance analysis for variable message length with a fixed key size

```
private static class encrypt( byte[] raw, byte[] clear) throws Exception {
    Cipher cipher = Cipher.getInstance("AES");
    SecretKeySpec keySpec = new SecretKeySpec(raw, "AES");
    cipher.init(Cipher.DECRYPT_MODE, keySpec);
    byte[] decrypted = cipher.doFinal(clear);
    return decrypted;
```

Figure 16: Performance analysis for variable key sizes with a fixed message length

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This EAX mode of algorithm creates a new way of communication and share information securely with others without any issues. It helps to increase the confidence of internet users to share their confidential information. The proposed system is designed for providing security for the messages. By modifying the process and functionalities in the EAX mode of algorithm, we can provide security for the videos and audio files to share via the network. Currently, this android chat application is designed to deal with the messages to transmit in the network with high security. In the future this application may be broaden to include some additional futures.
such as file transfer, video chat and voice chat in the secured way.
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